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Minutes of WPF Face-to-Face meeting, 28th-29th May 2019 

The meeting took place in Rome, at Istat’s premises in Via Cesare Balbo 16, Roma. The meeting lasted one 

day and a half, starting in the morning of 28th May 2019, specifically at 9:30, and ending at 13:00 of 29th 

May 2019. The detailed agenda follows. The participants list in the Annex. 

 

28 May 2019 

9:30-10:00 Status of WPF activities and introduction to the meeting (M. Scannapieco) 

10:00-11:00 Presentation & Discussion of Business Functions and Life Cycle (S.Quaresma) 

11:00-11:20 Coffee Break 

11:20-12.20 Presentation & Discussion of Business Principles (R.Paulussen) 

12:20-13:00 : Discussion and wrap-up 

13:00-14:00 Lunch Break 

14:00-14:20 Presentation of WPB Questionnaire (A. Degorre) 

14:20-14:40 Presentation of WPC Questionnaire (K. Georgiev) 

14:40-15:00 Presentation of WPD Questionnaire (P. Stoltze) 

15:00-15:20 Presentation of WPE Questionnaire (R.Paulussen) 

15:20-15:40 Coffee Break 

15:40 -16:30 Discussion and wrap-up 

16:30-17:30 Introduction to Group Design Work and initial hypothesis of work (M. Scannapieco) 

Social Dinner 

 

29 May 2019 

9:30-11:00: Parallel Sessions on Design Work: Modelling Information and Application Layer (for at least 

‘Acquisition and Recording’) 

- WPB+WPC (Group Design Exercise) 

- WPD+WPE (Group Design Exercise) 

11:00-11:30 Break 

11:30-12:30: Reporting from the groups 

12:30-13:00: Wrap-up and planning next steps (M. Scannapieco) 
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28th May 2019 

The first talk by Monica Scannapieco highlighted the workplan and the status of advancement of the 

different activities. The main points were: 

-Objectives of WPF: definition of  BREAL (Big data REference Architecture and Layers) for the purpose of: (i) 

standardizing and orienting implementation WPs work within the ESSnet Big Data II, and (ii) serving as a 

reference for National and European investments on Big Data-based Official Statistics, also beyond the 

ESSnet Big Data II. 

-Status of activities: both Task 1 (Architectural Framework) and Task 2 (Solution Architectures) were 

progressing well, also respecting time plans. 

-Deliverables: it was decided to draft the outline of Deliverable “Data and Application Architecture vs 1”  

within the meeting itself in a joined way. 

-Objectives of the meeting: the participants agreed on the following objectives to be reached by the F2F 

meeting: (i) finalizing the Business Layer of BREAL, (ii)  setting up Information and Application Layers of 

BREAL. 

The second talk by Sonia Quaresma was on BREAL Big Data Lifecycle. There was a collective discussion on 

some aspects to be revised and the following decisions were shared: 

- ‘Design outputs’ phase of GSBPM should not be included, due to the very different nature of the 

production process of Big Data-data based outputs 

- It was decided to include the business function ‘shaping the output’.  

- There was a discussion on ‘data integration’ concluded by the agreement to leave the function with 

a better specification 

- It was decided to add a ‘Validation’ function 

- It was decided to rename Visual Analytics as Visual Analyses 

Actions:  

- Remco will update the diagram, Frederik will better organize the components of the diagram 

- Monica will update the descriptions 

As far as supporting functions, they were not discussed in detail, but it was agreed to provide a description 

for them starting from the originating standards and adding a better specification for Big Data applications 

Action: 

-Frederik will update the descriptions. 

 

The third presentation was done by Remco Paulussen and was about BREAL Principles. 

Interestingly, Remco put the principles in correspondence with the business functions. 

Two modifications were suggested: 

 Process at the source  to be taken by BD Task Force 

 Processing transparent and reproducible 
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One principle to be  added: 

 Collect once, use many times   

A comment on the principle ‘Reduce size quickly’ was not to confuse it with summarization. It was agreed 

to explicit this aspect in the description. 

The fourth talk of the day was by Arnauld Degorre and was related to Actors/Stakeholders. 

It was agreed to keep both the concepts: actors that are associated to business functions and stakeholders 

that are not directly. 

It was decided to add: 

 Data protection officer, as an actor wrt business function on legal aspects 

 Data services’ provider as a stakeholderHow to organize the Business layer: 

It was discussed how to organize the Business layer in the deliverable, and the following sequence of 

artifacts was agreed: 

 Principles, 

 Business Functions and BD Life cycle  

 Principles linked to Business Functions 

 Actors 

 Actors linked to Business Functions 

The fifth talk of the day was again by Arnauld Degorre and was related to WPB questionnaire. 

Some comments were: 

-On identified Output products need to distinguish EU and National products. 

- Clearly identified a Data representation task for text data 

- Two levels of data collections were identified: cedefop+ job portals 

Generally speaking, the interaction of Arnauld with WPB leader allowed to get a much better detail than 

the questionnaire so it was a good practice to repeat. 

The sixth talk of the day was by Kostadin Georgiev and it was related to WPC questionnaire. 

The detailed modelling of the use cases carried out by Kostandin was very much appreciated by the group. 

A short group discussion followed  with the objective to highlight similarities and differences between the 

two WPs. 

The following points emerged: 

 Type pf data: Unstructured data, Semi-structured 

 Access similar: massive vs ad-hoc scraping 

 Processing: Deduplication specific of WPB 

 Links/integration: Link micro-level enterprise register 

 Process metadata for frequencies o9f data collection and processing 
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The seventh talk of the day was by Peter Stoltze and it was related to WPD questionnaire. 

This WP has National level data providers (EE, Denmark) but different data producers. 

The detail of WPD questionnaire seems not sufficient. 

Action by Monica: ASK ARko to provide a better detail to Peter 

The eighth talk of the day was by Remco Paulussen and it was related to WPE questionnaire. 

The diction of EU data provider (EMSA) and local data providers was made. 

Quite a good detail on errors: quality metadata to be considered. 

The WPE provides an example of the need of having more compact data representations. 

The ninth and last talk of the day was by Monica Scannapieco. 

She put the basis for the design work of the subsequent day. 

The request was to produce (at least starting to reason about): 

 For information architecture: a data model for input data/working data/validated data, a metadata 

model for input data/working data/validated data  

 

 For application architecture: a building block model for acquisition and recording and maybe ‘data 

wrangling’ and ‘data representation’ 

 

The first day ended at 17:30, as planned in the agenda. 

29th May 2019 

The second day started at 9:30 as planned in the agenda. 

The participants divided into two groups as follows: 

 Group B+C: Arnaud, Gallois, Kostadin, Bernhard, Monica 

 Group D+E: Remco, Peter, Frederick, Sonia 

After the design work, Monica was the rapporteur for group B+C and Remco was the rapporteur for group 

D+E. 

The groups adopted a quite different approach: 

 Group B+C: concentrated on Information architecture (business data and process data) and 

Application architecture (building blocks) 

 Group D+E: adopted a layered approach with respect to data (from raw data to output products) 

and mapped building blocks/components on that. 

There was a discussion after which a convergence was found that is reflected in the deliverable 

organization. 

The last discussed point was the outline of the deliverable and the assignment of sections responsibilities. 

This is reported in the following. 
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Deliverable Outline 

1 Introduction: Objectives, Background and Structure of the Document (Monica) 

2 BREAL Business Layer: Description of the Principles (Remco) 

3 BREAL Business Layer: Business Functions and Big Data Life Cycle 

3.1 Business Functions: Development, Information Discovery and Production (Remco +Monica) 

3.2 Business Functions: Support (Remco+Frederik) 

3.3 Big Data Life Cycle (Remco+Sonia+Bernard) 

4. BREAL Business Layer: Actors and relationships 

4.1 Actors (Arnaud+Frederic) 

4.2 Actors and BD Life Cycle (Remco+ Arnaud+Frederic) 

4.3 Business Principles and BD Life Cycle (Remco) 

5. BREAL Information/Application Layer 

Statistical Outputs (on top) 

 Statistical Layer: Statistical Data model (IA) target variables; Statistical BBs (AA)  

 Convergence Layer: ‘Processing’ Building Blocks (AA)  

 Raw Data Layer: Collect BBs (AA) Business Data models (IA) 

Cross-layers: Metadata models (process, statistical…) (IA) 

Discussion on IA Convergence Layer: downsized, first representation of raw data, at the end of the 

convergence layer, validated data 

The following deadlines were agreed: 

-end June updated status of the deliverable 

-end July first draft (without chapter 5) 

-mid October  final vs of the deliverable of this year 

 

Actions 

-The reporting of the design work for WPB+WPC will be done by Arnauld by 12 June, date of the next 

meeting 

- The reporting of the design work for WPD+WPE will be done by Sonia by 12 June, date of the next 

meeting 

-Donato Summa will circulate a template for the deliverable by mid June 

-All: start populating the deliverable template according to responsibilities and deadline 
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Annex: Participants List 

ID Name Institution  

1 Degorre Arnaud INSEE 

2 Frederick Gallois INSEE 

3 Kostadin Georgiev  BNSI 

4 Sónia Quaresma'  INE 

5 Fischer Bernhard  DESTATIS 

6 Paulussen, R.R. (Remco) CBS 

7 Frederik Bogdanovits Statistics Estonia 

8 Peter Stoltze Statistics 
Denmark 

9 Monica Scannapieco Istat 

10 Diego Zardetto Istat 

11 Francesco Altarocca Istat 

 

 


